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ABSTRACT 

The Thermodynamic Equilibrium Stability Constant, KTd of metal complexes determination 

has for long relied on both chemical kinetics approach and chemical equilibrium 

thermodynamics studies despite the unreliable assumptions of law of mass action and ideality 

of the reaction system. In this study, an electrochemical novel technique is reported for 

evaluation of Thermodynamic Equilibrium Stability Constant, KTd of some d-block metal 

complexes, namely: Cobalt (II), Nickel (II) and Copper (II) cations with selected ligands such 

as I-, OH and SCN- in aqeous-electrolyte at 29°C. The huge advantage of this technique over 

the previous ones include (i) the rapid attainment of equilibrium at low concentrations, (ii) 

the use of low concentration of ligands and (iii) the ionosphere and hydrosphere formations 

that stabilized the complexes due to contribution of ionic strength (I), in the electrolytic 

medium. 

Interestingly, although the range of concentration of the ligands used was 1.00 - 3.00 M of I-, 

OH- and SCN- in each case, the results showed that for all cations, equilibrium was attained 

at low ionic concentrations of ligands. The KTd values were as follows: 

 

Co+2 + SCN-: 161.82, 28.82, 16.61 and 9.89, while  

Ni+2 + SCN-: 14.06, 8.27, 6.47 and 5.27 and for  

Cu+2 + SCN-: 47.68, 2.22, 1.45 and 0.30. 

 

The rapid decrease in the values of KTd with increase in ionic strength (I), suggests an early 

attainment of equilibrium and stabilization of complexes due to the enhancement by 

ionosphere and hydrosphere formations at the vicinity and periphery of the complexes 

respectively. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The interest of d-block elements is their common tendency to react with ligands to form 

complexes that play an important role in industry, agro-chemical and medicinal chemistry 

applications [1]. However, these complexes differ markedly in their nature. For instance, 

Cobalt (ll) ions react with varied ligands, namely: NH3, Cl- and SCN- to form Co[NH3]+
2

6’ 
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[CoCI4]
-2 and Co(CSN)2 complexes that are cations, anions and natural molecules 

respectively. Therefore, the chemistry of complex formation [ML], requires two kinds of 

species, namely: (i) an ion and/or an atom of a d-block element, [M] and (ii) a ligand [L] 

which is either an ion or a molecule with a pair of electron for chelating expressed by the 

reaction: 

 

[M] + [L]     [ML]    (1.1) 

 

Thus, assuming that neither an insoluble product is formed nor any species containing more 

than one metal ion for mono-dentate ligand, [L] then the equilibrium expression from the law 

of mass action[2]: 

 

KØ  =       [ML]       (1.2) 

                           [M] [L] 

 

where KØ is the thermodynamic at equilibrium stability constant. The value of KØ and/ or the 

reverse is a measure of the degree to which this complex will form from the reactants or be 

transformed into other species under certain conditions when the system has attained 

equilibrium. This is distinct, according to Onuchukwu et al 2007, from the kinetic stability 

constant referred elsewhere [3-5] to the speed leading to the attainment of equilibrium. 

Generally, the stability of a complex increases with decreasing cation size and increasing 

electron affinity.  The central metal ion enhances the association with greater magnitude of 

the stability of the complex. 

 

The value of thermodynamic equilibrium stability constant provides the lead information 

required through the law of mass action for the calculation of the concentration of the 

complex in solution. Thus, the larger the value of stability constant is, then the further shift of 

the reaction to the right. This implies that the complex with large value of stability constant is 

more stable than a complex that is susceptible to a breakdown. 

 

Thermodynamic Treatment of a Complex in Electrolyte 

An   inorganic   complex   [AB] either   charged   or   otherwise   has   the  tendency,    

depending on    the    stability    constants, via   chemical   reaction   at  equilibrium   to be 

expressed by the series of reaction equilibrium as shown below according to Onuchukwu,  

A.I,  [6-8]   

 

[AB(s)]       Ki  [A
+ B-(aq)]      Kd

                 [A+(aq)] + [B-(aq)]  (1 .3) 

  

Degree of ionization: c (1-α)     (Cα)          (Cα) 

 

Where α is the degree of stability at the initial concentration, C (mole/dm3) of the complex 

while Ki, is expressed from law of mass action by: 

 

Ki = [A+(aq)] [B-(aq)]                  (1.4) 

 

while the equilibrium concentration dependent constant, Kd becomes: 

Kd = [A+(aq)] [B-(aq)]                   (1.5) 

                                  [A+ B-(aq)] 
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By considering the degree of stability, a at equilibrium  (1.3) above, then: 

 

Kd = [A+(aq)] [B-(aq)]    =    α2C                           (1-6) 

                        [A+ B-(aq)]            I-α 

On the contrary, equation 1.3 may be redefined cognizance of non-ideality due to ionic 

interactions, etc. prevalent within the electrolytic system via electrochemical reaction 

equilibria experienced in terms of activity, "α" by thermodynamic equilibrium stability 

constant [5] as defined: 

 

KT
d = α[A+(aq)] α [B-1(aq)     (1.7) 

   

αA+B-(aq) 

 

The equation 1.7 is expressed further in terms of activity (a) and activity coefficient, ( γ) 

instead of strictly by the law of mass action as: 

KT
d = [A+(aq)]  [B-(aq)] x γA+γB-    (1.8)  

   [A+B-(aq)]        γA+B- 

 

By comparing equations (1.5) and (1.8); 

Then: 

KT
d = Kd.  γA+γB-     (1.9)  

γA+B- 

 

where γA+, γB- and γA+B- are the activity coefficient of the cations, anions and the pseudo-

ionized initial complex respectively. 

Since the γA+B- is fairly pseudo-ionized, initial complex is assumed unity, 

Therefore: 

KT
d  =   KT

d  .  γA+γB-     (1.10) 

 

Since    γ2
±    =   γ++γ- and γ3

±  = γ++γ- for 1:1  and  1:2 electrolytes respectively [ 6 ], 

equation 1.10 becomes: 

 

  KT
d = Kd. γ

3
±                (1.11) 

 

and the logarithm of equation 1.11 for system herein is expressed thus: 

 

log  KT
d = logKd + 3log γ±                                   (1.12) 

 

Assuming the Debye-Huckel expression that accounts for the mean activity coefficient of 

electrolytes in terms of ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions operating in a solution [9] is 

simplified by the expression: 

 

Log  γ±=  -A/Z+Z-/√I                       (1.13) 

 

where z+ and z- are charges of the cation and anions respectively which I and A are the ionic 

strength and Debye-Huckel constant respectively.  

By comparing equations (1.12) and (1.13) shows that equation 1.12 becomes: 
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log KT
d  =  logK

d - 3A/Z+Z-/√I                     (1.14) 

 

where all the parameters retain their usual meanings as stated above. 

The experimental utilization of equation (1.14) requires the rearrangements of same equations 

to obtain the expression: 

 

log Kd  =  logKT
d + A1/Z+Z/√I                    (1.15) 

 

where A1 is modified constant to avoid the arithmetic product.   Thus, a plot of log Kd versus 

√l, evaluates the value of KTd as the intercept at   √I          O 

 

In this work, the values of KT
d are used to evaluate the thermodynamic equilibrium stability 

constant for all ionic complexes at equilibrium for d-block ions namely: Co+2, Ni+2 and Co+2 

with various concentrations of the ligands such as: l-, OH- and SCN- in aqueous electrolytes. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL  

 

Chemical Reagents: 

The d-block metal salts used were the Cobalt (II) Chloride, CoCI2(s) and Copper (II) Nitrate, 

Cu (NO3)2(s). The sources of ligands were from solutions of Potassium Iodide, Kl; 

Ammonium Hydroxide, NH4OH and Ammonium thiocyanate, NH4SCN. All these reagents 

and chemicals were of commercial grades that were sourced from local vendors. 

 

Each of these d-block metals salts was used to prepare separately varied range of 

concentrations with distilled water to obtain 0.75, 1.00, 1,50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25 and 2.50 M 

Solutions of CoCl, NiCl2 and Cd(NO3)2. These solutions were stored and cocked in 250ml 

volumetric flasks as feed stocks and kept at ambient laboratory temperature of 29°C until 

required for use. The concentrated raw Potassium Iodide, Ammonium Hydroxide and 

Ammonium thiocyanate solution were diluted separately with distilled water to obtain 1.00, 

1.50, 2.00 and 3.00M of I-, OH and SCN- as the ligands. These concentrations were stored, 

cocked and labeled in 250ml volumetric flasks and kept in a refrigerator maintained between 

6 -10°C to prevent deterioration. 

 

Conductometric Measurement: 

The conductance bridge used herein was of Labtech Model STC 6-89 with Platinum 

electrodes which were electro-platinized in a chloroplatinic acid in order to maintain a 

platinum black stable electrode surface throughout the measurements. By using the 

conductance bridge the values of the conductance of the various concentration range: 0.5 to 

2.50M of Co+2, Ni+2 and Cu+2 were separately determined and recorded as blank. Thereafter, 

the known concentrations: 1.00,1.50,2.00 and 3.00M of the ligands were introduced 

separately in 1.00 - 10.00ml into 25ml of each concentration of 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 

1.75, 2.00, 2.25 and 2.50M of Co+2, Ni+2 and Cu+2 solutions. These metal ion/ligand 

admixture solutions, according to Nnabuenyi, H.O. [10] were each stirred for 5minutes, the 

conductance measured and recorded, k(mho/cm). Thus, the values of all the conductances of 

the metal ion/ligand solutions were obtained for the determination of the related 

electrochemical parameter, molar conductance^ as expressed below: 

Λ  =    103K                (2.1) 
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where        Λ  =  Molar Conductance (mho.cm~2 mole'1 )  

K =  Conductance (mho cm-1)  

c  =   Concentration of the d-block cations. 

 

The plot of Λ versus C1/2 and extrapolating C=O, the intercept at this point, the Molar 

Conductance at infinite dilution, Λo (mho.cm2 mole-1) is obtained as reported elsewhere 

[4,5&6]. Further consideration of Λo values by the expression: 

Α =     Λ       (2.2) 

        Λ0 

where,  α describes   the   degree   of   stability,   i.e.   not   undergoing dissociation (if any) 

by the complexes formed. However, if appreciable stability of the metal complexes does take 

place, then: 

 

Kd  =   α2.c              (2.3) 

          1- α 

where Kd values indicate the extent of stability at each stage of concentration of metal-

ion/ligand admixtures. 

 

Realizing the electrostatic interactions, namely: ion - ion and ion -solvent interactions, the 

absolute use of concentration (C mole/dm3) does not capture these prevalence hence, the 

ionic strength is introduced in our earlier report [4,5] by the expression of ionic strength: 

 

I =    1ΣCiZ
2

i                            (2.4) 

              2 

 

Where Ci and Zi are the initial concentrations of each ion and the charge of all such ion 

summed up as present respectively. Therefore, cursory look at the equation [1.15] becomes 

relevant in this discourse as restated herein. 

 

LogK
d = logKT

d + A1/Z+Z-/√I 

       

where all the parameters retain their earlier meanings. Thus, the plot of log Kd versus √l and 

extrapotating √l = 0, determines the values of the thermodynamic equilibrium stability 

constants for all the d-block metal/ligand complexes, namely: Co+2 + [L], Ni+2 + [L] and Cu+2 

+[L]. 

 

RESULTS 

The values of the molar conductance Λ (Scm2 mole-1) and square root, C1/2 (mole1/2 dm3/2) 

for representative of Co+2 + l~ Ni+2 + OH and Cu+2 + SCAT concentrations in Tables 1.1, 1.2 

and 1.3 were plotted as shown in Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1,3 respectively. These profiles in 

Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 were extrapolated to C1/2 = O in order to obtain the various values of 

the molar conductance, Λ0 (Scm2/mole) at infinite dilution. The value of the degrees of 

stability, α = Λ/Λo were obtained for the cation / ligand complexes. Thus, the Tables 1.1, 1.2 

and 1.3 now become more comprehensive with values of the degree of ionization [α], the 

concentration dependent equilibrium constant (Kd) t including other parameters as earlier 

listed as representative of other complexes not listed in order to minimize over presentation. 
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Similarly, the intercepts after extrapolation of the plots of Kd versus I1/2 were used to obtain 

the thermodynamic equilibrium stability constants, KT
d as shown at the base of each of the 

Figures 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 for all the cation/ligand concentrations. The plots of values of KT
d 

versus concentration of the ligand, [L] as shown in Figures 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 for each of the 

Co+2, Ni+2 and Cu+2 complexes with separate ligands, that were used namely: I, OH, and 

SCN-. 

 

DISCUSSION 

In the consideration of the data accumulated, namely, the molar conductance (Λ), at infinite 

dilution (Λ°), the degree of ionization (α) the concentration equilibrium constants, Kd and the 

ionic strengths (l) for the various cation /ligand system are assembled in Tables 1.1, 1.2 and 

1.3. The Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 contain the various plots of the molar conductance Λ versus 

C1/2 were linear and consistent with the characteristics of Kohlrausch’s law of independent 

migration of ions in an electrolyte. The limiting molar conductance Λ° were obtained at near 

zero concentration i.e. when the ions are devoid of mutual interaction with each other (C1/2 = 

0). Also, there were decreases in the values of Λ as the concentration of various ligands 

increased, until near convergence at optimum concentration in each case for the cation /l 

igand system investigated. There were general decreases in all the parameters, namely: Λ, α, I 

and Kd as the concentrations were increasing in Tables 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. These trends lend 

credence in the stability of the complexes which were devoid of appreciable break down on 

the deep colouration of the ligands persisted for each cation /ligand complex formation, 

namely: Co+2 separately with I-, OH- and SCN- Ni + I- (OH- and SCN-) and Cu+2 + I- (OH- 

and SCN-). 

 

Further more, the plots of the values of in InKd versus I1/2 show more interesting trends in 

Figures 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 where the rapid decreases of In Kd with I1/2 corroborate the stability 

of these cation / ligand metal complexes formed. There were drastic recessions in the profiles 

with particular reference to I.0M of Ligand concentrations of SCN- that was most pronounced 

at very low concentration. These observed recessions of the profiles as shown by the arrows 

indicated in figures 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 suggest strongly the appreciable stability of the metal 

complexes.  

 

In order to justify these assertions on the enormous stability of these complexes, the variation 

of the values of thermodynamic equilibrium stability constant, KT
d with increasing ligand 

concentrations [L] In order to justify these assertions on the enormous stability of these 

complexes, even at low concentrations of ligands, the variations of the values of change in 

the standard Gibbs free energy ΔGo = -2.303 RT log KTd with increasing ligand 

concentration [L] as shown in  Figures 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9.  These profiles  (Figures 1.7 -1.9) 

depict succinctly the very low negative values of ΔGo at initial concentrations of the ligands 

in all the cation ligand complexes These very low negative values of ΔGo give credence to the 

enormous stability of the complexes which decrease at high concentrations of cation/ligand. 

As reported earlier by Onuchukwu, A.I, [3, 6-8] generalized derived electrochemical 

expression equation 1.15 for the assessment of thermodynamic equilibrium stability constant, 

KT
d is a novel useful tool for solution studies because (i) it takes cognizance of ion-ion and 

ion-solvent interactions which have effects on KTd and devoid of Kd that depends on 

assumed ideality and (ii) these parameters, Kd and KT
d show distinctive differences between 

ideal solutions and electrolytes in which the usual assumption: Kd = Kd is unrealistic because 

of the various interactions prevalent in the electrolytic solutions. Thus, the enormous 
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stabilizations of the cation /ligand metal complexes at low concentration of ligands are 

possibly due to these ionic interactions that are manifested by ionosphere and hydrosphere 

formations around the complexes formed even at low concentrations. Thus, the increases in 

ligand concentrations only formed much more ionic cloud and/ or ionosphere that tend to 

neutralize the complexes for enhanced stability. 

 

Conclusion 

The adaptation of conductometric measurement for the determination of stability constants of 

complexes is expected to open a new vista on the study of inorganic complexation reaction 

for evaluation of stability complex formed. This approach will eliminate the kinetics and the 

unreliable chemical equilibrium thermodynamics approach. 
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